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,· 
~· replace or .supplement thermal regeneration systems .,whi~h are col11IJ,1.only 
.. 
.... 
.. -·· 
' 
. ' 
. Pilot investigations w,tth expanded columns used recir.~ulating 
.,. 
u 
aerated water upward· through the cq_lumns to- mainta_in aerobic bacterial 
• 
l 
-
' . .. •. 
'. 
activity. The biolog{cal-~ctivity r~stored the cap~city·· for adsorbing 
greater quantities of COD/pound of activated carb·on-. (greater than 2 .0 
.pounds COD/pound ·activated carbon). This is _m-t1ch _g_reater activated 
carbon capacity than previously repo~rted :in.- .the lite·tatur·e .. L-- \ 
There are indicatio.ns· th.at at pH ·6 and _at a temperature ·o.f: 
,; 40° C there is . enhanceq btc>:l:Og::ica:1 regeneration 'of the activ:at:·ed carbon • 
. 
Carbon 1.osses from ·t.1,1~· $ystem were very .low, les·s that1 ·1%. Operation 
·costs _of such b~ol,.o·g:Lca_l r.egeneration. systems Wo.uld be minimal. The 
~;,' .• ~ .·, I 
,· 
., ' 
., ,,l·i·' .--: I only significant costs are for ·air flow (O.Z qf_m/s.f) and recirculation 
l 
~-
pumping. 
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1. .. INTRODUCTION 
· ... · .... ·~---- --
~ 
, 
l .·1 PERSPECTIVES OF ACTIVATED CARBON U'f .. ILIZATION. • '· l 
... '.· 
C. 
.. ,;. .. 
.. 
Optimum design. and. operation of wastewater trea·trnent pla-nts 
requires that the latest technology and. equipmen·t be employed if the 
... , .......... ,. 
\. 
continued .. protecti~n and eventual rehabilitation of '.the Nation's--~· 
waters are to be effected. Conventional wastewater treatment con-
sisting of primary and secondary treatment has pr.oven to be ina~equate 
' in achieving the desired water quality. 
Advanced treatinen.·t :utilizing actfva··ted carbon for removal 
of residual organic and b_iotogrcally resi.s·taht refractories following . 
•, . 
conve~tional. pr·im~r.y and seco:pq.ar.y tr.eatme-tit has proven successfulr"". 
In addition, physico-chemical processes applied to raw W~$t.ewater 
utilizing act-iv:ated carbon for organics removal follqwing .. c.,o·agulation, 1 
sedimentation ·and ·filtration, have also proven suc,~:e:s:s.ful. as. an 
alternate process to conventional treatment scheme·s ~ The same physico-
chemical p~ocesse.s .a~e commonly 'referred t:o as Advanced Wastewater 
'l'reatment when, :app.lied to e{flu.ent from. conventio·nal treatment. In 
each case th.e. treatment sch~m~ is .designed around the adsorption capacity· 
of activated carbon for the ·.:r.~mo·val of the dilut.e, dissolved organics'.' 
and other refractory· mater·tals • 
I • . In all engineering applicatio:-ns_, one of t_he·ma..jor param~ters 
,,.. 
affecting the use of activated carbon for Advanced Wastewater Treatment 
. (Awr) is cost--first cost p,l.us: d'perating and maintenance costs. Physico-
•M--- -..,....._, ·--
.. 
chemical systems have roughly· equal first costs (comprised of equipment, 
physical plant and buildings) with tonventional tr~atment plants of simil~r 
'· 
• ,, I ,• 
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-per f ormartce, except for the high • of carbon which • around pr1.c~ 1S 
•., 
• 
.· 30¢-·40¢ per pound. · Operating and· maintenance costs are dependent upon 
) 
' . 
• . l •• • 
·, 
. the system configuration, but one of· the largest· costs 6titside of l~bor 
is the carbon.replaJ~ement.··carbon losses are primarily_g~~ to"attrition 
in handling and thermal regeneration. Additional replacement is required 
for the loss in adsorption~capacity.of the carbon after repea~ed usage. 
• 
i, .. J _ ..... • •' • •1 · · ·t' , 
Due to the high cost of· the a:·¢tivated carbon,_ it is mandatory . 
to regenerate the carbon after exhaustioh,bf t~e initial ads6~ption 
Q • 
capacity. The main practical system. utiliz_e'd thus ·far has been thermal 
regeneration. Thermal regenerati.o.n consists of three steps: 1) de~ 
. ---
.. 
watering_ of the a·ctiv~ted: cc;t:rbon slu-rry, 2)~---~aking an~ pyrolysis of 
---~-- -----~:_ 
adsorbed organics and 3) rea·c.t:.ivation of the car·bop. The· tJ1 erma-L___ 
regeneration system-, com.p-r·is:e.d o-f d~watering devices, m'ultipl_e hearth 
.. 
furnace, conveying equipment., storage f acil.i ties and other appurtenances, . 
· has a built-in carbon loss bf 5% to 10% du~ to oxidation of the carbon 
in the furnace.. If the treatment :s.yst·em is to maintain the design 
efficiency, makeup of fresh carbon. .aft:e:r· ·every regeneration is required. 
'-~-
. .."-
Ano th er interesting aspeG-t. :o·f a<:.:ti-vated c_ar.bon Uti_li.-za.t.ion 
has been the observation that the effluent from conventional treatment 
systems is usually too dilute to s.upp·ort further biological treatme·nt 
units, but that after the ·cat-bon ':hits· ·t·oncentra·ted the. organics onto the 
- . 
surface of the granules, bio.Log:_ic~J :~ct~vity has. flourished within the 
i • 
carbon beds., 
I 
This biological a·ctivity has been interpreted to non-
. I , 
. ,I 
adverseley :~·ffect t_he c~rbon' s re~oval efficiency. If this activity 1 ,, - .; ... , .··· .; w, I 
' .' .,~!, , • • 
. . ••. 
,,,1 , ... 
' 
. I 
i 
improv-~ sy,1¢tem performa.nce then the overall treatment cost and: ·ef_ficie:n=cy· 
•• 
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should be improved by enhancing biological metabolism of the·- ads,orbeq. 
' ' 
., -
·.,organic materials. It has been foun·d possible to favorably stimu·late ., 
the biological activity for these purposes through simple, ordinary. 
. . , . 
... ·-----··. ---- --· 
environmen·tal controls-- ~l!ch ·. as dis so 1 ved oxygen concentration, pij 
~ 
and temperature adjustment. Since th~biological activity on the 
activated carbon surface: may become quite comple~ and extensive, ~t 
() 
has been postulated that ·thermal regeneration ~ay be complemented or . 
• 0 • 
replaced by adjustment of environmental conditions to stimulat_e the 
ub"iqui t.ous bacteria's metabolism of adsorbed organics . 
.. 
.. 
Previous research has centered on utilizat.io.rt cff act·iva.ted 
.• ' 'I . # 
.-, I .}1 
carb'on primarily' ~n downflow packed bed ad~orptioti.· s.:ys··t:ems .. , where 
. . . 
.. 
biological activity h-a-~·-at ·besi:-·been merely tolera~ed., .i.~., no,t: actively 
discouraged. Adequate r.ecognitio:il of the be·n~f:.i:tf3 t;f b.iolo.g·ical, 
activity on acttvated carbon will a.llow· a bee-ter ·d:e.finition of the· ·r,_eal , .. ' 
life design adsorp~ion capacity p·f 'ac-tiv~tt¢d :c.-atb.o:rt./ A larger -maxirriurn: 
. 
-
, adsorption capaci~y· may allow long_er- e-arbon tftil-ization periods ~or 
contacting with the wastewater bef9re thermal reg,enera tion is. necessary. 
\ 
In some cases, such ·as small i~st..allations, ft ma:y b·e: eco·nomical, to 
co~pletely eliminate thermal regeneration. 
- .. 
The research descri.b~d. in ·th.1.s thesis was· addressed to· the: 
problem of identificatio,n of tho:s·e parameters that affect biolo·gical 
activity within the·· .ac·ti-vated carbo·n columns. The intent '*as to 
maximize. this action for purposes of comple:rt.1eot·it1g, and/or rep1acj.n,g 
the expensive, conventional thermal :regener:at:i:on operation. 
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. Preliminary parameters investigated incl~ded contact ~ime, 
'd 
regeneration time, pH and ··temperature. 'These variables were investigateq 
• 
' ' 
by contacting columns of activated G,arbon with secondary -e.ffluent and 
., 
) l. •• 1.. ', ... '' ~ l .. '-': 
. 
regeneration was accomplished by recirculating aerated water .upward 
-
through the carbon columns afte-r the waste· load was removed. 
,, 
· 1. 2 INTENT OF RESEARCH 
The intent of this research w~~ to evaluate an a-1:.ternative 
to c-ostly •thermal regeneration of a·c.tivated· ·carbon. Costs at the Lake 
~ ' 
.. 
Tahoe Treatment Plant indicate th:at the cost of regeneration and its 
attendant mc(ke-·.up ca:rbon w.ctS 39% of the total treatme·nt 'C.osts (Ref. 1., 
Table 21). 
-;;· ,·• ..... -
·.; .. 
Results to date indicate the f.eas.ibility of ac-tj:ya:ted: carbon 
'<-- -----
.. ····~ 
~--~-:-:---- -· -
------- '·" ' 
regeneration by· stimul:afing aerobic l>io}og~ic:af act-ivity in: the carbon 
columns. It was· found that· a loading capacit:Y ·ot gr.ea.te_r than two (2) 
•! 
pounds of dis_s-oly¢t:l COD pe_r p.ound· or a..-ctiva ted carbon co·uld b:e: cons is· ... 
... ...... 
tently. a~h$_~ye{i W:i-tb. p·rop_~r a.i..r, p.H: a:nd temperature co:ntrol d-utlng the: 
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2- ·. LITERATURE REVIEW 
) . 
' \ 
" 
· .. . 2 .1 USE OF ACTIVATED CARBON: EVIDENCE OF 'BIOLOGICAL ACTIVITY ON AND 
""'-, 
WITHIN _ . · . ,,• ,• 
Use of activated ca!bon for advanced wastewater treatment 
~ 
~ 
'. 
redicated upon the _phenomenon of adsorption. The adsorption . 
.... 
'11 
phenomenon is the adherence- of solute molecules onto a·solid surface 
due to the surface attractive forces. These forces are proportional-
' to the size of the surface area. ,Activated carbon commonly has a surface 
. ar~a in exces·s of 1000 m2 /gram. Th·is huge .specific surface area is 
.. 
the major reason the carbon is s:.o eff:ec·t.ive· · ,_a:S a.n c:1dso rbent. 
Various investigators (1,2,3,4,5,.6) have ·reported that in 
• 
practice, more organics and refractories have been removed than wou:lc:l 
be expect.ed from adsorpt.io;n al"Cine. The observa·.tions (7,8,9.,1.0) o:f: 
bacteria and slime gro.wth-s O·Q. -:tl1e ca.rbon beds and the larger than 
expected capacity of :s,or;n¢· a-c:tiv.at:ed carbon bed~ has led to the specu-
' f 
lation that the biol:J:,:g·ic·al a,rt.i'vi.ty is in sorn.e w~y res,ponsible (1,2,3, . 
• 11.: -~·, .; ,. 
5 , 9 , 10 , 11 , 12 , 13 , 14 ; .1 . .5) ~: . 
. 
. 4 . 
,. 
··-··. 
The rela.ti·'\ie .-importance attributed to :th.e.se -cY~se-:tva·tions vari,e::s.. , 
·~ e:. 
Bishop, et al .(10) -c.'hl·o.rinated the influent to c,a.tboq. beds to prevent 
the accumulatiot1 :of :ba·c:teri~,. :$,J·;Lme, :e.t¢·.; Jo:yce and Sukenik (5) o·nly 
I 
aElmi tted of the possibility th,at b.iol·og:ic·al activity occurred. Hsieh .(9) 
stated that the presence of :the. biolog:i..cal activi.ty complic_ated the 
treatment and complic~ted ·th:e use of· ads·or-ptio·n i·sotherms for prediction 
9f carbo·n .perfo~mance. Fri.edman, Web-~r:, B.loom· ·ti-nd Hopkins (~) found a· 
• great increase in the adsorption capa~ity ~f ~ctivated carbon used in an 
'. 
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upflo~, aet·ated carbon column,. due to~ the. p_res-ence of flourishing . 
bacterial growths wit~in the Gontactors. As this pheno~enon was ', .- ~ 
. I 
... 
- ·' -
. 
heretof6re unexpected by most investigators it is a~propriate to con-
sider the flow scheme ·used in th.e activated carbon unit operations as 
. ·, 
. . 
. ~...,- . . . . ,. . . 
applied to advanced wastewater treatment, and thence to consider the 
' .. 
ramifications of bto-log:ical activity withi'..n. ,_carbon ·contactors. 
2.2 ACTIVATED CARBON· UTILIZATION IN ADVANCED WASTEWATER TREA™ENT 
Activated carbon unit operations in advanced wastewater 
treatment is somewhat complicated by th~ .. fact that- the operations of 
various systems is dependent· upon the flo.w scheme within the carbon 
Con tac tors; downflow packed contactors h_ave quite different design 
°'parameters and operat·ional problems than do up--flow, expanded contac-
. ; ., 
tors. Both system configµr·a:tions however -ar:e· depe-ndent on two unit 
operations: 1) an ad~or.pt,ion process and ·2) ,~ regeneration_ ·process. 
As previo·us.'ly :indicated, the· ad·sorption phenomenon has bee·n . 
... J 
interpreted by various investigators (1,7,9,16~17,18,19,20,21) as a 
,• 
surface phenomenon.- A useful anal)rtt-cal device, in th.is light, is the 
' 
• f 
adsorp~1on isotherm. ' ' . The ·adsorJ>ti.on 'i_$:otherm is an equilibrium, 
t_emperature depen~ent relations_h-ip· between the amount, of an adsorbed 
substa-nce-a-rui the concentration of that subs·ta,n_ce .i:n the bulk solution. 
(16, p 138). · In very dilute. 's_o.Iuti9p.s., a- log_arithmic plot._ often yields 
a linear relationship. Mattson a·nd -Mc;1_rk (17)· pres~nt a very thorough 
·'· 
discussion of this subject. A .u-~eful eJep,re·,ss:_i·on of this 1.ine is the 
Freundlich- eq_tiatiq.µ:: 
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(2.1). 
where 
...... •.·.:-,, .... ·.-.:: ... :", ..... 
,.. 
x = weight of adsorbed solute 
m = weight of ·car.hon adsorbeci· 
·,. 
,. 
k,n = constants, o:f the, parti .. cular syste:m, 
.... 
--· .. , ... , ~~ - ..;,, '"' 
C = concentration of solute in .bulk solution 
Transposing to a logarithmic formulation yields: 
. . 
·,;. 
:. ~- :( .. :;· •"' ,·:i.-·, 
log(x/m) = lo·.g:-.· :k ,+ •(:'1/:n\Io··: :.c 
.. , .. ' .. g .. (2.2) 
. 
For single~solute· a.dsorptiqt1'.., I{:ei:nath: ··and ·weber (11), base.·d 
. 
. 
on a Langmuir isotherm, ha-ve ~ev.e-loped a predictive model for the. 
. . 
,, 
' 
' -.-. 
activated carbon contactor,.. Wbi:I:e ·ignoring biolo·gical activity, th·:ts 
model may have some ~ractical ·use if e~tended to multi-compori~ht solu-
tibns. They conclude ho:we\re·r':, ·tha.J::. 
"To date, exp~.r-:imettta·1 e.vidence h·as been insufficient to. 
confirm or 1:"'efut.e- the :proposed procedure for· predicting 
breakthrough curves for multiple-solute systems.'' 
) 
Wang (18, p 19) als.o: .conune:n.ts upon this.·: 
" ••• it is conclu·ded that for multi-component organic wastes, 
th·e optimum. pH ~or adsorpt·~o-n should be ·experimentally· 
determined becau~e pµni~-rcJus compe.ting adsorption mechanisms 
are involved." 
.. 
. Hsieh (9, p 508) fpund: irtterest·ing t·em:pe::r.a.tu-re· e ..ffe:c.t::s indi-
cating adsqrption was greater and. faster at 3·0:·c;.,c. t-han at either 60°C· or 
·He also discussed. the: u·s~ _of adsorption .isotherms for analysis 
o:.f multi-component waste:s., and concluded that the wide scatter that is ,,,. -
usual·ly found is 1·caused .in part by the error in treating a multi-solute 
as a pseudo-sin.gle solute solut:fo.n·. 
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' The second unit operation .of interest is· the regeneration of 
activated carbon once the ·adsorption capacity has been~exhausted. 
•·. ' ',. ' 'n:, ' • • ' .. 
·_yar.ious. methods ·of re~ivat'iQg' the carbon have been proposed, but· 
. ,,,.. 
th.ermal regeneration has been the· only practical method utilized. 
. > •, ·-.,·"'''··,•· ·., 
i 
-
.. 
The use of _chemical oxidants to reactivate the carbon was 
\ 
·-·· -1 ... ·, .. '. 
investigated (22) but it was found that of the oxidants tested, .only 
hydrogen peroxide was effective, and only for the first regeneration; 
,, 
.. Aft~r. the second ~ontacting with, a waste ·stream, the hydrogen peroxide .. 
was ineffective (22, p 23). Culp ·and Culp (16, p 163) comment most 
succinctly· .on methods o.,f :regenerating activated carbon •. 
• • • "thermal reg-eneration is universally used· for this purpose 
at the present :time:.lf + 
I 
., , ... ;. ' . •. 
The steps_ :-in thermal regenerati.~n consist of· dewatering, 
pyrolysis of the adsorbates, and reactivation of the ~arbon. A direct 
· - fir~d multiple hearth furnace has: proven most successful for this ~ 
\. . . 
purpose (1,4,5, 13, 16) .. Although less than stoichiometric air is us .. ed 
I 
in ·the thermal reg¥neration it. is sufficient for some .·.combus-tio11. o·f· 
< •• 
the carbon, .as well as th·e· py~olys.is o·.f 'the ad;sorbates. Th·fs· cau.$:e·s . 
.. 
. .. · ... , ... · _·_.,.· ... :··, . . 
;_., 
•. 
.. .. " , .... 
' •• .,"I ••• ,,.,, ...... 
·, 
a 5% to 10% loss of· ac_t.i.va~ed qc1rb.on throt1g·h conibust.ic>.n 'On·· every· pas·sage_ 
,,, 0 M ....... 
through the multiple h..eart:h. ~~rnace (.1,:4, 5:,:13, 16) •. The· carbon .losses 
. 
. . . •. . 
and tpe expensive u.pk.eep ·for.· a m.ul t::f_p~le :hearth fu·r-na·ce are two of the 
major expenses iP:· :t·h.f= .. ~eg~n·e·r-·ation unit·· operation. 
2.3 TOTAL COSTS FOR THERMAL REGENERATION 
' Since only a few granular activate.4 carbon plants for ··waste- · 
water treatment have been built, it is s:dmewhat imprecise to generate 
•. 
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.""cost data' from such a small base: .. Rowever, t .. h.e-re.' are two·~, published 
; ··'· 
f 
·--
' cost breakdowns for.~ pressur_e -downflow packed bed system and one cost 
;}.: " " ' ' ' . ' ' . "" ' \' . ' .. ~' ' ' ' .. ' . " ' 
.(,• 
breakdown for"an upflow fluidized be,d system. The ac~ounting .procedures 
. 
used in the three discussions of· ac.tivated carbon costs· are d'ifferent, 
different years with different inflation and labor adjustrrrents, were 
used in .the reports and dif1ferent regions, _Qf the country are invo 1 ved 
ranging from Trenton, N. J: to Pomona, Cali.fo·rnic:3.., 
" 
Considering the two downflow sys.tems, there are three major 
factors to consider: 1) · the loading ·c·ap.acl.ty of the c.arbon~ expressed 
as pounds of COD_ removed/pound o:f ac·tivated ca·rbon, 2) the capital an:d 
construction cost/unit volume of· wastewater treated and 3) the operat::irt_g 
and maintenance costs/unit volume of wastewater treated. 
:, 
Ref erring. to data: cotnptl:e:d over a 4~ y.ear· opetat·ing p·e,rio.d at 
·-
the Lake Tahoe plant (a 7 .5 MGP pressttte: a:ownflow :Plan-t:) C.ulp and: Cu.lp: 
(16, p 175) found that the. a\refrage loading of COD wti,S ,0 .• :4·5 lb:s .CQD/lb. 
activated carbon. Also.~ th,e cost. of regeneration of activated carbon 
was $0 .0323/pound .' . . . , Tab·les 1 -and 2 from the same source sumiia.:r·iz·e t'he: 
+' 
costs. Note that the cost of re·g:e·neration p·lus carbon replacement is 
39% of .the total a.ctual o.perating costs. . ,. 
-
TABLE 11 
'• ACTUAL TAHOE· :COSTS. FOR CARBON REGENERATION, MARCH 1,,: 1969-FEB. 28, 1969 
ITEM 
LABOR 
FUEL 
POWER .. •, 
' ' 
MAINTENANCE 
TOTAL 
1 Taken from Cu~p and cuip 
"' 
'' 
1 
TOTAL COST 
4, 0·90 
355 
141 
' .. 
905 
5,491 
(16, Table 
-10-
($) ', 
,.=..-.... '. 
8-4) 
;. <· 
•• 
. 
UNIT COST ($/LB) 
0.0241 
0.0021 
'' 0.0008 
0.0053 
0.0323 
.; 
,. 
.,;;:,. '' ' 
. ' 
J 
' 
I 
... 
.. 
" 
/, 
\ 
· ., "" ., ... :. ~·, -~-- 1::.~i .'.';', . 
. ,· ,,,j 
·, f (_ •. , 
... 
I_." ':·.·• •: 
······· .. TABLE 21 -. · ·····. ·· 
. TOTAL CARBON TREA1MENT··coSTS AT TAHOE, AT 7. 5 MGD RATE BASED ON 
ACTUAL COSTS FOR MAR.CH 1,.1968 TO FEB. 28, 1969 
ITEM 
-·-:.. 
CAPITAL-COST 
REGEN~RATION 
MAKEUP CARBON 
MAINTENANCE. 
TOTAL COST· ·PER MILLI-ON GALLONS 
-~· 
.. ~ 
COST PER MG ( $) 
21.10 
7.36 
6.76 
0.89 
36.11 
~ 1Taken from Culp and Culp (16, Table 8-5) 
'.-. ._.. I" '' •' 
·:· :I , :, -, ' , ~ 
. ; :._ 
. :~· 
.,-~ \. 
·:· .. 
. . The EPA mai;iual (23) is based on different assunip . -tio.ns, and 
.. , 
furthermore recommends that. the carbon replacement cost be ;20·% of the 
operating costs, and be 12% -o.f th~· capital costs compat-ed :t.o a carbon 
I 
cost of 34% of tb.~ cap-ita.l ·c-_o:st a·.t Lake Tahoe. 
.. 
The upf low, ex.panded bed. cortc·e·t,t ·was ;de.s~:r-J:.bed by Weber, 
;·, Hopkins and Bloom (20) for the ELSA. :-Sys:t.em· at· Trenton, N. J. They 
reported from pilot plant operatio·ns that r.emoy:a.ls at O. 6 pounds of .;., If·: 
<. 
·'Y. 
" 
TOC per pound of acti:va.t.ed ca.roon. was et·;E:ec.te.cf,-with unused ~c:lpctcity 
... 
remaining. Sca1e.~l up ._tp. a 10 MGD p-lat1,t., ·the:y :f.ourid that ca.n upf low 
. "r 
. • j' 
' . 
fluidized bed syst_:errt. :~i.C:¢t\ti.e·s a Cl.-73¢/1000 g'al c·.o:St· -~d'.vantagg" over a 
pressure down-flo:w system-.. eo,s·ts: wo1.1ld .be 19,.:75¢/loo·o: ·g-al for the . . 
,i'· 
up flow system, and ·20:.4~¢/ioooc:, _gal ·f6·r ·:the: downflc;-w sys.tern (20, p ss·i). 
Tiie carbon makeup rate wo·µl_d ;b·~ 5% and the r~genE?.ratio-n ·f11Stalled 
cost would be $-129,000 for ·the ;10 MGD plan:t._. .This: i.s ·19%. of the 
physical casts of the plant. 
-~ 
2.4 PROCESS PARAMETERS 
I ' 
\ '," 
~. . 
~-··· .. ,... 
··-· 
Parameters that have to ·be corlsidered for design are the rate. 
... 
' . 
. { . 
; 
:o:£: -.fJo_w, the expected short.· ter:m vatiations', the concentra·tion of organics 
• 
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• • and refractories, the carbo.n type,, _a~d · physi~_al proper_t:ies, • the load of 
' .. 
organics removed per p-ound of ·carbon, the id le carbon -inventory, the type 
of regeneration, the capacity of the carbon after numerous cycles. o·f 
, 
contacting a-nd regenera~ion and the losses for each regeneration. The 
.design manual (23) by the Environmental Protection Agency outlines a· 
proc_edure for establishing these. par~et~r·s .. .. .. 
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·3 ·DESCRIPTION, OF RESEARCH 
. ·.,.• 
..c 
.The· experiment·al apparatus ~as ifis·talled at the Bethlehem ,-, .. 
< 
Sewage Treatment Plant"', a tra~itio~al,· hfgh-rate trickling .filter 
facility. The plant was overloaded with both domlstic anci in.dus'trial 
wastewater. The _design capacity is 10 million gallo.ris· per day (MGD) · 
• 
. put the pla·nt has b~en operating at 15 MGD for .SdIIl:e: ·time. The waste-
water influent to the experimental apparatus was the final effluent 
from the·treatment plant prior to chlorination. 
Ii: 3.1 RESEARCH PROCESS FLOW SCHEMES 
·' 
There were two flow schemes·· ·involved in- tJiis ·research. Th:e 
first was the contacting to ~xpen_cl the activcfte·d :c'arbon adsorption, . 
. . 
capacity and the second was the· regeneratiop. to restore .the -~~p-aci·ty· .. 
of the activated carbon. 
·, 3.1.1 Contacting ·scheme 
The treatment plant effluent was wi·thdrawn from the r·.ec1r-· 
.-
culation pump suction line. The wastewater was pumped up to t·he e:quip· ... 
ment room where the experimental apparatus was located. This infl.uen-t 
. a flowed into a constat1t head reservoir whi,ch f·¢.d .a va~iable speed· :pump 
supp l:ying the acti va.4:e.d ca.rbon columns. Effluent from the ac tiv.ated-
carbon columns flowed :into a second constant head reservoir from 
which samp~es wer·e taken and the overflow from this reservoir then dis-
charged ~o the plant wet well. Later modification~ due to related 
research efforts .at: the ·treatment plant made available effluent from . 
. 
1 
a dual media filter. When this filtered wastewater was available· 
a Teel ~P817,. Dayto~ 3M293 
•. 
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. , ........ ,., it was fed dire~tly to the influent constant head reservoir. This 
-
. ' procedure ~liminated the -need for the. sample filter pretreatmen,t. step 
1 , • •• '• I 
J/;, ' • I I ~ 
in the COD determination as discussed in the following section~,(3 .3) ·• 
There was no attempt made to t_egulate the pH, temperature, 
' -
~ previously in connection with the dual media filter. At first, hydrogen 
sulfide generation ,within the activated carbon columns was a problem 
and chlorination of the column influent was effected by a chemical 
,·,· 
., 
. . a 
feed pump. This practice .. was evei;itually discontinued and furtn= r .. 
hydrogen sulfid.e was not encountered in ·signific_ant. concentrations. 
,, 
Flow rate control to the coluntns was of three types: 1) 
sp~ed control of the supply pump which was. limited by the 35 psi 
maximum operating pressure of the pump -seals_, 2:) the installation of 
. b 
flow control valves and 3.) .by· the installation of throttling ball .. . ,. 
;, 
valves on the supp.ly line fo-r each column.. Breakup of occasional 
agglomerations within the columns wa~ found to be necessary every few 
. weeks and an air tap was set into the base of all of the columns for 
_this purpose. A flow schematic is shown in. Fig. ,J. 
3.1.2 Regeneration Scheme 
The second major flow system was :for regeneration~ The 
first system that was used consiste·d of removing the caps ·fro~ the 
columns, and inserting a porous stone diffuser on the end·of a piece 
I , 
of plastic pipe into the carbon, until it was near the bottom. By 
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inserting the air supply assembly while the column was filled with-fluid, 
' 
and with the air f19,W maintained down through the pipe and out of the 
., 
diffusors, it was a simple matter to locate the diffuser at the bottom 
of the column. This system was abandoned due to two reasons. First, 
there was inadequate freeboard .and as a resu1t, the agitation of the 
., 
,•••n=•="~'"'""'"''"""-- ... .,. _ ___.,_·wa·ter-=was~-s-a·ff+e±e:trt-to-"'C'a1l"Sl!'"tl'C'~~1fr1)onco--o_v_e_r.,_,,.f ...... lo-w--.-t-h-e~c-o-,lr-u-m_n_s....,.,ct.- ·--
.• . J 
. ' . ' . ' . ' . ' ' . ' .. ' ' ' . ·~. ' ' .. ·.' ... · :· \ '•'' ' . ·: ' .. , . : : ... ' . 
- i 
·!'',, 
.. 1-e ........ ,.". ·1. ! ·, 
~~ ...... _.._-.-,... ....... --~-- . ~ .- . 
·Second, associated with this occurrence was the occassional rise of an 
agglomeration of activated c,ar·b·pp. ~1;icb hot.l·eq: ·out over the top of the · 
columns. 
Modification·s :to t:-h.i.s·. h.:asic system were ineffectual., leading 
to the fabricatio,n o.f ~.no:t:her s.y:s\tem. The carbon columns ag~:in :had 
the tops remove:d, ·a.nq. art ex·:te=nsio:n of the column which .was. c:fp.et1 :to the 
atmosphere was sea·led in place on top. The extension h:ad ·a· ll2 inch 
·.•. \ . . . ..i l·" .. i_. • •oi ,._ , ., 
connection which was c;over:ed by a s·c.ree.n to prevent carbo.n particles 
, 
from entering the r.eclrculation ltne·s. .Recir·culating tap water flowed 
upward through th:.e .. col.umns. Problems: .,a·sso.ci·ated with this system were 
due to the head limitations ,Q·f the submersil:>l~· -pumpsa and clogging of 
the screen with carbon. pa·rticles and adsorbed material that had been 
scoured off. Dissolved oxygen concentra~~ns were mainfained by in-
sertion of the stone diffusors int·o tJ-1e constant head reservoir _in 
which the subm~rsible ·pumps were located... It was simple to monitor 
. rcJ '. . ' 
the dissolved oxygen level and control th·e disscrlved oxygen level 
using the air supply rate. Flow regulation was accomplished. by a4just-
. ment of the position of the ~onstant head ~eservoir. This system was 
further··modifi_ed /to-~tmprove the regeneration operation. 
& 
, a . 
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' The final regeneration system that was devised and which has-. 
. . ,~., \•" ,., ,, 
I worked 'quite adequately since, was a s·imple' modification- of th~ second 
sys tern. The column ··ex tens ions were abandoned and the original . caps 
' 
were kep·t in p la·ce. The constant head ··reservoir was installed at the 
,, 
level: of the ~ops of the column to allow minimum head loss and tap 
water was a,gain recirculated upflow through the· col ..tµnn. The water 
would overflow through the top cap into the constant head reservoir, 
where the diffusors would saturate the water with dissolved o~ygen. 
The submersible pump would then pUinp it down to the bottom of the column 
/ 
and thence upflow through the activated carbon. The flow rate was 
maintained near incipie~ fluidization of the upper 2 to 3 inches 
of the carbon bed. The final flow scheme used is s-hown in Fig. 2" • 
.. 
3.2 EQUIPMENT DETAILS 
3.2.1 Columns 
The activated carbon columns: ··were· constructed of two materials • 
The columns were operated in sets or two, in parallel. One set o-f 
I 
col_um11:s was- fabricated from. 2-3/4 inch ID plexiglass. The second set 
' 
of columns was. fabricated from 3-1/16 inch ID PVC. The columns were 
' 
a~l 6 feet long, with insert male adaptors at both ends, and cappec:l by 
~-
eiether drain waste vent (DWV) caps, or schedule 80 caps·. · Details of· 
the columns are shown in Fig. 3. 
.. 
, . 
All columns had stainless f teel screens shown il!_ __ [ig. 4 
); 
..••• , ~' ! • ,• ... 
:mounted in plastic .. holders within the caps_ for support of the carbon. 
1 
. The first five batch operations were run with ·4.62 pounds of activa.ted 
, 
' ,.1,• 
carbon in each column. The last two,· runs had only 3 _pounds of activated 
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carbon to allow for more expansion.during :regeneration. The perfoI111ance 
-_) 
was altered only with respect to the ease of operating the system. 
3.2.2 Air Supply 
There were two different air supplie.s. One was located at 
the Bethlehem Sewage Treatment Plant and one -·was located in the labora-
Fi· a tory on the Lehigh campus. The,compressor discharged into a holding 
·tankb equipped with a pressure· switch to activate· the compressor ·grive 
. C motor. The air pressure was reduced through a pressure_..... reducer valve 
and was monitored by a dial g2tge_~ The air was distributed to ;he two·. 
1 h h . d . h d . ff . h co umns t roug rot·amet.ers · to t e stone 1. usors 1.n eac regeneratio .. n.. 
constant head reservoir using Tygon tubing. Piping details and a 
rotameter calibr,at:'.io:n curve are shown in Fig. 5 and: :Fig .•. 6 respectively. 
3.2.3 .Guillotine Sampler 
r, 
• ..Compos:fte influent an:d .effluent sam,p.le.$ were taken by a unique~-
clock-timer ac11t_ated guillotin_e sampler -thc1t was developed especially 
for this research project. Th~is S:arn:pllfr. cbn,$'.i:sted .o·f a solenoid acutated 
scissors mechanism that pinched o .. rf 1::,.ubpt~r· .samp·le 'lines: which were con-
ne·c·:ted to~ eac:h of the. influent and efflu.e·nt: .cons:tant ·h.ead. reservoirs. . . . ' ~' . 
. -~- . 
. ..... 
,t;·· -: : !•·.-· . ·--~1.,,: .. 
The composite sampler was fabricated in essentiatly :three pieces: the·· 
timer mechanism, the solenoid action and the scissor action mechanism, 
., 
or guillotine. The sampl,er details are shown in Fig. 7. It was .. --fo-und 
necessary to insert a heavy duty spr'i.ng (about 20 lbs~/'in)'' to protect -
the solenoid mechanism from shock loads.. J'h.e s:,ystem was fail .. safe, 
aBe~l and Gossett'SYC 8-1 
bSatellite Stamping PN 1Z984 
cWatts BS 
I 
dBrooks E/C 
:~ ..... ' 
. . • ' .. ,.-<_-:-·-... ~ .. ; .,•1 
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since the scissors were counter weighted and- wo-u-1-d keep· the sampler 
closed in the event of power~ or eq~ipment failures. 
3.2.4 Dual Media Filter 
The dual media filter shown in Fig. 8·was fabricated from 
10 inch ID schedule 80 stee 1 pipe with blind flanges and ,-tapped to 
accept 3/4 PVC tubing. The filter was equipped with backwash lines, 
pressure gages and a clear sight.:glass "to moni~or the efficiency o·f 
the backwashing procedure. 
, 
-:.,,-- I 
The media was installed over an inlet sec-
tion which was fabricated from a PVC funnel. The underdrain media was 
.. 
3/4 - 1/2~ inch gravel up :t_Q: -th.e top of .the inlet funne·l. Three additional 
layers of gravel, each 3 irtc·hes d~ep 1/2 ---~ ~/4 inch, 1/4 - 1/8. inch 
and 1/8 - 1/16 inch made µ_p :.th~ balance of the underdrain gravel. 
,, 
... 
The upper filtering -m.ed.ia was :twe,rtty inches· (20."l, of anthraci.te 
\ 
coal .with an effective size of· 1.84 mm and a unif·or.mi_ty coefficient of 
·1.20. All fines from the coal were washed out prio.r to- in~itallation 
·',: ,•:!'·'' .• ,,·-... ,. ·, .• ,.,.,. 
of the filter. The twelve inch (12") layer of sand be:low the anthracite 
coal had an 0.5 mm -e~ffective size and a uniformit:y coe.f:'ficient of 1.30. 
..... ,, ~ 
3.3 ANALYTICAL METIIODS AN·D TEST PROCEDURES 
3.3.1 Chemical Oxygen Demand 
The COD was used to monitor the performance of th:e, app·aratus ~-> 
'.~ , .. ~.. .. 
·, . 
-'/' :· ,.. during the contacting phas.e. The method for dilute samp.}.es as Q:U-tl'.Lned 
in Standard Methods (25) was used. Due to the variation. of the s~spende·d 
#solids concentra~ion, a filt~ra pr~-treat~ent was nece~sary prior to . 
" 
' 
. the COD analyses. When the dual media ··filter was placed in operation, · 
a . 
Reeves Angle Fi~terpap~r, 984 AH 
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.and the filtered wastewater was available for contacting,. this analytical 
~ procedure was discontinued. -~---· 
,· 
""·,· 
The COD test was also empI·oyed: in determit1irtg. adsorption 
·-- --isotherms. 'The first experiments used total COD, but it was determined 
that using orily the dissolved COD would yield more consistent results. · 
The activated carbons used in the £ ~ . . a sotherm experiments were Filtrasorb ~ .. 
400, of sizes 100x200 and 8x30. The 100x200 siz.e activated carbon 
yielded the most consistt!nt results. The procedure, for running the 
COD adsorption isotherms was that .as outlined by the AtJas Chemical 
3.3.2 Iodine Number Test 
The Iodine Number Test was tis.eel to 1nonit.cir the regeneration 
process. 1he procedure wc1s .that: of: Culp and Culp (16, p 249) with 
modifications of the_ t.1ortr1..ality of, th:e iodine solution and the sampl~ 
volume to be titrate·d,. as recommended by Culp and Culp. Th~, q.s·:·e o·f a 
ball mill to p·ulv~ri2re the carbon sample is ·t.o. be reconnnend·ed.,: fl·s use 
of mortar and pest1.e. :fi>r more. than a ·few c_a_,;bon samples beco1nes tiresome. 
3.3.3 Dissolved Oxygen 
Dissolved oxygen (DO) ·tes·ts· were mad:e .t:o determine the amount .. 
1· 
-,. of DO in- the regeneration system -rec:irculati·on fluid·. This determination 
• 
:··'· 
·.,1,. 
- ' .. . b was accomplish.ed usirig. a .C:o.nuner,c-;ially avail~aple .instrument , with 
atmospheric cali.bra;_t·qn:.. Th¢. PO in the regeneration system· was mon.i:tot·ed . . ., . 
periodically,· and was above 7 .0 mg/ at all :t:i~es •. 
a 
· Cal.gon. product 
... 
bYellow Springs Instrument Co. 
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3.3.4 Activated Carbon Selection 
. 
' 
' ,.a,· 
Activated- carbon selection has' ·been thoroughly. outlined in 
the EPA's "Process Manual for Carbon Adsorption". The parameters of 
especial. interest were size d is-tribu tion and COD adsorption capacity. 
Several carbons wer·e investigated and it was· founda that the. Fi,ltrasorb 
0. 
400b gave the best overall performance for this research. The 8x30 
. 
size was used in all subsequent experiments. 
3.3.5..._Sampling Procedures and Preservation 
Carb9n.samples were taken from the columns during regeneration 
by insertion of a thief grab sampl_er through the top of the carbon 
• 
columns. Samples taken were approximately 5 gr·ams ·9f_ carbon. It was 
found that for the activated qarbon samples, oven d+-ying at 100° C for 
• 
one day and storage in· a d·ess·ica:tor at room temperature was adequate • 
• .. 
Composite samples of th-e ·influent and e-f-fluent wastewaters 
were taken by the guillotine sampler previously described. 
.~ It was f·ound that storage of t.he. ·wast·ewat·e.r samples in glass 
---' 
..... 
. . •,• ( bottles with ground glass stoppers (3.00 ml :BOD bgtt:.les) was adequate 
when two (2) drops of concentrated sulfuri.hc ac:i..d wer.e added for pre-
servation anq. samples wel!'e stored at 10° C-. 
,. 
Influent and effluent composite sample-s, -after-- the initial 
·tes·ting of the apparatus, were taken on a daily schedule. The composite 
' 
samples were taken. in 1 gallon glass jugs an9 then transferr~d- into 300 
ml BOD bottles for transport to the l~boiatory. 
• 
8Results of unpublished research .by A~ G. Collin·s, Dr.~ ·R .• ,: L .• Johnson.:, 19'7·2 b Calgon produ<:t 
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3_ •. 4 .. 01~-ERATION OF THE. RESEARCH SYSTEM 
,, 
3.4.1 Numbering of Runs 
Numbering of runs was b·ased on a decimal system. The leading 
' . 
digit to ·the left of the decimal point r·efers to the number of the 
activated carbon batch. The first number to the right of the decimal. 
-point displays the number of cqµi.plete cycles through contact and 
regeneration. For instance, the fi.r-st batch of carbon was referred. tc}. 
as run 1.1 during the initial contacting, and the initial regeneration. 
Tiie second time through, it :was referred to as -run 1.2. The numbering 
' for the third batch of .ac·tivated carbon added: ·a .second number to 
"' 
reflect the _pH of th~ regeneration. One column was regenerated at: pH_ 6-
.. and was referred to as 3.16, th.e·: o·ther column in the set was re_.gen,eI"·ate_d. 
~ at plI 8 and was referred ·to. a.s 3 .18. The second time through .tJ;ie 
Jo" 
con tac ting-regeneration c:yc.-le, the batches .w(=.-te ref erred t"C~_, r~~p·ec ti vely, 
as 3. 26 and 3 •. i.s·:· 
RUN NUMBER 
1.1 ~-
1.2 
1.3 
2.1 ·;, 
2 .• 2 
3.16 
3.18 
3.26 
3,.28 
.. ,_:, ' ' ,·. ., . . . : . TABLE 3 
EXPERIMENTAL RUNS :C.ON!JtJCT:Efl 
CYCLES CONDITIONS 
"' 1 Batch 1 Ambient pH & 
.. 2; 
.Batch 1 Ambient pl{.·&· 
:3 Batch 
- . . . ~ .- 1 Amb.ient pH & 
1 :l!·atch 2 Ambient pH & 
·, .. 
~.- 2 Batch 2 Ambient pH & 
1· Batch 3 pH 6, 
• .. '\ 
1 Batch 3 pH 8 
' 
2 
.': Batch 3 pH 6, 
2 ·"."', Batch 3 pH 8, 
-29-' .. 
~p -' 
.( 
Temperature 
Temperature· 
Temperature· 
Temperature. 
Ternpera:t·ur.e 
30°.c . '· 
30°C 
0 40 :c 
30 C 
I 
4 
mt· -·· 
.,, ..... 
<.fV . 
. -/· 
-·· 
,-1•1•,•,·,·1-• . , . .'' I 'i .• ' 
• 
C 
3.4.2 Environmental Contpfi Parameters 
7 
Control of pH during regeneration was maintained by m~ual 
addition of sodium hydroxide or sulfuric acid into the constant head 
"" reservoir. After the system was started, the temperature was found to 
J 
be 30°C + 2°C. 
-
A temperature of 40°C was. maintained by the· ·addition ·· r-
of heater elements to the constant head reservoir, and temperature 
a was controlled by a commercial manual temperature controller. 
3 .4.3 Monitoring Operations · 
COD was used to monitor the performance of the contacting 
operations. On the first run (i.e., i.l) co~posite sampl:es were 
analyze~ twJ.ce a day. 
daily, 6 days per week. The C_OD cleterm-ina:tion was· ru.n a,s. s·oori as . ' . . .· .... -... ·. - . ' 
. . ,. . .' . 
possible after the ·s:amp·le:s :-were· takeg;, ·11ut in some cases the acidified, 
preserved san1ple·s were ·Store:d ·at 1.0:().c: for up to two days. This pro-
~ 
cedure did not appear ·to ad:v:ep~-~ly in:f:l.uen.ce· the results, as the 
samples did not decompos~. to· ;any signi·fi.c.ant ex·tent ... 
Iodine numbers were cle·termined d ur i,;:ig rEagenetra-:ti-cfi1 :o_:f ·-t-he .. 
· car·bo.n- on a 5 day ·schedule.. The first det~r:qi:tna:-t_io._n :was :done, ·immed·i..ately 
at da:y .0 -~nd: ~-ub.se·qu.erit de:term·irtatio·µs w~i-e done after cortta.ct·i.ng· 5, 10, 
15, and 20 days following incepti:on O·f regeneration. Replic·_ates were 
run on the carbon taken from both c·olumns. 
• 
Temperature was monitored: fo:r: ru.n:_s, 1.1 through 3 .1'8-. :Temper-
atures were controlled ·at 40°C·only for run 3._26 _and 3.28 .• The pH was 
monitored periodically _for_ runs 1.1· through 1.-3 and .2.1 through 2.2 • 
8yellow Springs Instrument Co., Model 51A 
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4 ANALYSIS~OF RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
4.1 COD REMOVAL DURING CONTACT PHASE···.· , ........ -- -·_ 
, 
,. 
The influent wastewater to the apparatus and the effluent 
from the apparatus was continuously sampled ·as ··outline·d · p·reviously for 
COD determinations. A plot of the influent and effluent COD conce.ntra-
tion from run 1.1 is included shown in Fig. 10. Similar plot~ for all 
runs, 1.1 through 3.2 are included in the appendix. 
Upon examination ·of the widely varying COD of· the inflQ:e11:t 
and effluent streams f.rom the appar.atus, it was determined that a 
· clearer represent.a:tiort of th·e -.dat·a .. ·c:otfld be achieved by plotting the 
mass of COP appl-ied to and: r~_moved by the a.ctivated c3-:rbon against 
the cumulative time of con·tac·ting--. Th.is procedure was_ carried out for 
each of the runs. The· .p.·lo:ts _f;ot al 1 runs a~e· included in the appencl~ 
and Fig. 11 is a t•yp1:cal: pl_ot, in this case for run 1.1. This method 
of analysis also incorpprate:s the effect o-f flow rate variations which 
occurred during the conta.ct.·i:ng .pe-ri·o-d·. 
In viewing the rentoval e.-ff:tc·ien.c_y ·of t-he columns, it must be 
. 
remembered that the aim of. t:his. re:s.ea:r;r¢JJ:· .. was· o·nly to e·valua te the ef feet--~ .. ,' 
l 
iveness of the biological regen~;r:.at:it,n,-.. Tii:e tesea·rch apparatus was ... 
not designed: to
1 
.pro.-vid-:e lo.pg· enough con·t81c·:t ti.me$ to achieve good removal. 
0 eff icienci-es in 1t·¢rms. -o:t the e··f fluent :co-n ·concentrations. However,. 
the mass of COD -:r~_rno.ve_d per unit of activated carbon--the apparent 
activate~·carbon capacity--can be evaluated from this data. 
. . Table 4 summarizes the ap:p.a·rep.t activated par-bo·n: ca·p·acfty· 
·-· 
during the various contacting periods. 
1 
Figure 12 is a· ple>it· o·f:: tb.e 
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I 
-. w_r 
°'· I 
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RUN 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
... 
2.1 
2.2 
3.1 
3.2 
ARTH. MEAN COD 
CONCENTRATION 
INFLUENT EFFLUENT 
(mg/ t) (mg/t) 
42.5 32.9 
156.2 111.3 
187.5 157.8 
57.4 25.5 
178.4 142.3 
93.3 .59.7 
163.5 127~7 
p 
. 
-
. 
I 
! 
TABLE 4 
SUMMARY OF COD REMOVAL AND CARBON CAPACITIES 
TOTAL 
CARBON TIME APPARENT CARBON CAPACITY {lb CODLlb CARBON} ,. CAPACITY ·CONTACTED 24 HRS 48 HRS 72 HRS 240 HRS 360 HRS (lb COD/lb AC) (HOURS) 
.~331 .073 .120 .765 1.274 1.87 466 
~ 
.0611 .134 .329 1.922 3.187 3.19 486 
.0533 .135 .2i28 1.574 2.540 3.07 392 
; 
.0433 .108 .215 1.146 2.007 2.00 348 
.025 .035 .120 1.831 3.021 
-
3. 65" 435 
.' 
.022 .084 .167 1.242 1.486 1.49 285 
.006 .022 .046 0.868 0.87 292 
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4~:2 EFFECTIVENESS OF BIOLOGICAL .REGENERATION 
... 
In addition to the apparent capacity of the activated carbon 
- ' (' , determined from the conta~ting pe-riod · of each run, it was desired to [_,, 
I 
have some standard laboratory measure of the activated carbon capacity. 
This would be necessary to evaluate the adequacy of the biologica.1 
regeneration. 
One type of laboratory determination is fhe adsorption isotherm. 
~ Initially it was thought that iscrtherms could be determined after various 
.. 
periods of regeneration. From each isotherm it was hoped that the carbon 
.. ,· ' 
capacity could be determined and compared. 
Although normal procedure·s would tequlr·e. pu.lv~rizing the 
carbon to a powder, a p·roce.du·:re usi.ng specific sizes of carbon was 
used instead. The m_a:in reason tha.t the carbon was ·not pulveriz.ed for 
the isotherm determinati·on __ was. because the pulverizing would expose 
new carb<?n surfaces, not previously ava:ilab·le, which would tend to show 
more r~_covery of the adsorption capacity then wc3:s really available in 
the granular carbon used in the columns. 
~ 
Because of the kinetic limitations, the true capacity would 
.. 
' not be measured by this procedure, but rather some fraction of the 
capacity would be determined. By using uniform sizes and times of-
testing, this fraction would be constant and.the relative values would 
allow comparisons to be made. 
,·· 
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. Using the procedure pre.viously outlined, COD adsorption 
isotherms were run on the first batch of activat~d- ca,rbon, denoted , . . 
• run 1.1. The isotherms were determined at 209 c·. for :0., ·1, 3, 5, 7 and-.. 
10 days of regeneration. The results were not as precise/\as expected· 
and there was a great deal o.f scatter of the data points.· A typical 
example is shown in Fig. 13 for virgin carbon. The remainder of the 
.. 
adsorption isotherms< appear in the appendix. After day 10, this 
procedure of monitoring t.he regeneration process using adsorption iso-
the·rms was discontinued. 
Since only a relat:iye rn~_as·ure_:t:lf catbotr capacity recovery 
during- regeneration was des.ired, it was de.ci-d·:ect to ·t~y another ·st·artd:a>rd 
test, the iodine number. Iodine numbers were· a·e·termined on a _5: .day 
schedule for all carbon regenerations. Carbon- samples of 5 g·r-ams· eac:·h 
were taken after 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 days of re-ge.ner::a_t:ion-. The· first 
regeneration run 1.1, ind.icated t·h-~t. the i:od·fne ntimber did not change 
much beyond 10 days. Consequently·, re:gene:~:a.ti-on was continued for only 
15 days on all subsequent regen~~~t~ons~ 
.,. 
~igures 14 th-:rough- 1:7 :.show the i.ocline number during each 
. 
regeneration perio.d:. ·Th·os-e· ru.ns which had pa'.ta'llel units in operation. 
are designated fe:r·t· (tr tight in the f:i.~_ute~:.: 
As· canJ>e seen, even with a ~traigh·t: :forward test, there· is 
appreciable variation which can not be·.explained. specifically. In 
particular, the iodine numbers for run 3 are lower than the previous 
run by a factor of almost one-half. 
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One possible explanation·of this change in. iodine number for 
· batch 3 is an accident which occurred in the storage area. A' cylinder 
of anhydrous hydrochloric acid developed a leak in this storage area 
and it is possible that the escaping gas contacted the carbon and 
--
.... 
caused a drastic change in su·rface a-cti.vity of the carbon. Another 
.. 
possible cause would be th·e: .adju$._tro._en-t of the recirculating water 
to a pH of 6.0 or 8.0 wh·:tch 1night. ·have caused the change. None of 
· these can be prove·n, but fu:r:ther checking should be done of the 
possible ef feet d.u-e to ·th·e pll .of· =the: recirc.ul:a:t:i-p,:g: wat.e.r. 
"\'. 
Although the d·at:,a from, :the iodine numb.er tlet'etminations 
' 
·- varies appreciably, it .qoe.s show some longer term.· ·tt.e·nd-s in the biolo-
gical regeneratio.n scheme,. ·F1.gures 18 through· 20· s:how the variations 
of the iodine numb:et· for e:ach batch of carbon resp·~c.tively over the. 
various contact and·.~.r-e-g,e-t1~:rc1tion cycle.s. There is a general trend. of 
decreasing iodine n-umbers· <tu.ring the· continuous contact and regenera-
·v 
. .. 
tions cycles. Thi.s is in contrast with the apparent continuous increas-e·s·: 
\ 
in carbon capac-i:ty 'When measuring. ·the COD removed, as shown_. i.h Fi-~-~ -21. 
4.3 .RATE OF COD REM:OVAL 
Table 5 s·ummarizes the? i.od-ine numbers for each batch of carbon r 
and the observed capacity of the. ¢ctrbon to remove COD when put back \-~ 
into contacting s~rvice. 
'/ 
This data s:hows an increasing COD removal 
' 
. 
............. ------~-with a continued de-clit:lE;? in the iodine numh'er d'uring regene,ratio.11 and 
contacting ~periods. < 
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It was also interesting to compare the apparent rate of 
COD removal by the different batches of activated carbon. This was 
\ 
accomplished by determining the rate of COD removal for each run. 
'The removal rate was an aritqmetic average of the lbs o·f COD removed/ 
-lb of activated carbon per hour determined at ea':h sampling period. 
This data (shown in· Table 5) shows an increase of rate for the first 
' 
two cycles of contacting and regeneration. Additional research using 
. 
more cycles is needed to determine if th~s trend is continued. 
) ~! 
TABLE 5 
APPARENT. COD REMOVAL ]U\:TES 
·• 
IODINE 
NUMBER* 
CAPACITY CONTACT lb COD/lb AC/HR 
RUN 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
2.1 
2.2 
3-.,ro 
' 
3.20 
·• 
1132 
810 
745 
870 
775 
435 
638 
lb COD/lb AC 
1.87 
3.19 
3.07 
2.00 
3.65 
1 .. 49· 
.87 
*After 15 days regeneration 
• 
... 
•• 
·-so-
•· . 
, 
TIME (HR) 
.. 
466 
392 
486 
348 
435 
285 
292 
I'· 
• 
(xl0-3 ). 
4.013 
8:.138. 
6: .• '3.t.7 
. ... - . . 
5.747 
8.390 
5.228 
2.979 
·1 -~ . 
,. 
. 
t 
.... 
... 
\ 
~) . 
- ·----,.~-- + ... --, .... ·----·---- -
" 
' 4.4 EFFECT OF pH AND TEMPERATURE ON REGENERATION 
. 
. 
' The data shown in Fig. 16 and Fig~ 17 for the variation ·in 
iodine numbe.r during regeneration when the pH was adjusted indicate 
very little effect of the change in pH. 
£omparing the performahce of the regeneration for carboh ·batches 
1, 2 and 3 shown in Figs. 18 through 20 it can be seen that the iodine 
numbers are slightly lower at any given time for batch 3 with adjusted 
pH, compared to the first and second batches which had unadjusted pH. 
This is probably due to an acc:id·e_ntal discharge of anhydt:"ous hydrochloric 
acid into the laboratory which was previously mentioned. This accident . 
.. 
reduced the virgin activated· carbon iodine number to 315, a factor which 
was unknown until run· ·3· was underway. 
Observations of the temper.a.ture dependency of the regeneration 
yield much the same conclusions: ::as. did the pH dependency observations. 
The condition of the activated carbon due to the accidental contact 
with the anhydrotlS hydrochloric acid proba.b·i.y "Was such a dominant 
factor that both temperature and pH effect:s -were too small to be 
recognized. 
:4 .• 5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
One of the major problems that occurred in the an-a.-.lys::fs o:f. 
the experimental rest1tts was that of separating COD removal due to 
) 
adsorption and that dtte to biologic~~ 1 metabolism. From Fig. 12, showing 
the COD removal vs time: ·of contacting, it ts clear that there is a 
. 
trend to remove add.i.tional COD as the cot1tact period increases. 
t, 
... 
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However this was not the main aspect of the research project. The 
..... 
research was addressed to the problem of using in situ biological 
regeneration of spent activated carbon. The initial use of COD adsorp-
· tion isotherms to monitor regeneration performance was· un:s-uc-ces-sful 
as was the subsequent use of· iodine numbers. 
It appears that neither standard laboratory detennination 
will yield precise, reliable results. The only true indicator of how 
a biologically regenerated carbon will p~rf:o:rm is to put it back into 
.. 
contacting service. 
The mass of COD-. :ads.o-rJ2ed per unit mass of carbot1, ,the q-apacity, 
is a direct function of the_ equilibrium. COD concentration in t.ne-
solution after adsorption. ,Although tlJe,. column operatio.n was never at 
equilibrium, the same e.ffect would be s·ee_p. in that a higher influent 
COD co.ncentration .wou,_ld result in more COD being rerrto_v·ed. 
In other words, the inf·Iuent COD concentr·ation is: a_l:so :a 
factor to consider when determining the activated ~carbon .,c-apac:Lty t"C> 
be used in design or discussions. Witth this consideration -in. .Q.li:1;1~:L, 
it can be seen that b.atch 1 and batch ·2 h_ad. similar performanc·~-s. and 
indicated that as time progresses the con· r~oval increases:: In all, 
cases however, the influent COD increaseq from one cycle to the 11ext,_ 
which would explain a -portlori of the incre·ase in apparent capacity_. 
Results from batch 3 are· ·prob~-bJy of little. value _due to the prev-io.u,_aty.. 
mentioned accident-al ~o.rit_a.~ting: with arih·ydrous· hydro.chloric ac:i:d • 
. ~ 
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4.6 ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS FOR BIOLOGICAL REGENERATION·SYSTEM 
Patterson (26) has given procedures for estimating the 
operating and maintenance costs for wastewater treatment plants. The 
essentials of that procedure, as applied to activated carbon treatment, 
are· given in Table 6. The assumptions used were: · 1) adequate pumping 
for 1 MGD through the plant is necessary, 2) recirculation pumping for 
the regeneration process is at 30 feet of head at a flow rate of 
0.000475 times the p·lant capacity, which was the operating conditions 
of the laboratory regenerition, 3) power costa 1.5¢/kwh, 4) aerati.on is 
accomplished by air compressors -and 5) manpower requirements are the 
same as for typical co_n,.tetitio.na.1 ·p·:1:-.:imary and secondary treatment plants 
with a typical hourly· wa_ge rat~ (l9.71.)· o_f· ·$3 .. '.6.·8/·hr • 
.. 
This cost e,stimat·e. gi/\ft=J1 .in Ta:ble 6 includ·es· mai-nt:et1ance and· 
operations personnel ,rf3q~·t:r·enients., pumping costs and a_eration costs. 
These are the only 111ajor c.osts involved in a plant of 1 MGD capacity._ 
The total operati=ng cos·t;_ 1971 dollars·, -is $25,000 per year. 
~ 
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TABLE 6 ' 
ANNUAL OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE COSTS FOR 1 MGD ACTI.VATED CARBON PLANT 
PUMPING includes upflow opera~ions at 30 feet head, recirculation at 
-4 4.7xl0 the plant· capacity, power cost 1.5¢/kwh 
ANNUAL OPERATING 
MAINTENANCE 
POWER 
OTIIER MISC. COSTS 
• 
450 manhours@ 3.68/hr 
370 manhours@ 3.68/hr 
from Patterson charts 
from Patterson charts 
PUMPING SUB-TOTAL 
= 1656 
= 1361 
= 9000 
= 360 
$12,377 
AERATION includes dif·f ..used air compressors and appurtenances, air 
supply at 0.2 cfm/33 gpm recirculation scaled up to I .MGD 
plant, i.e., air rate o·:f· .42:o· ~-f:rn 
ANNUAL OPERATING 
MAINTENANCE 
POWER 
OTIIER Mrs:c:. : .. C.O.STS. 
(, 
1000 ma.Mou:rs @ 3._t ·6.-8/nr 
. 490 ma-nhou.ts .@ 3. 6"8/ht·· 
from P.~{tt.etsort c·h·a:rt:s-
ANNUAL OPERA'I."ING .AND. M:A·.rN·TEN·AN-'CE· COSTS "FOR l .MGIJ PLANT 
. . . ; . ..• ; . . .. · -. . . . ,- ~ ' . -. . ,- . . . 
•.·; 
. . ;, 
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·• 
= 3860 
= 1803 
= 5200 
= 2000 
$12,683 
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4 .. 7 OPEPATING DIFFICULTIES OF THE RESEARCH SYSTEM 
As with almost all experimental a·pparatus, there were 
operating problems during the research program. This section is included 
., 
as a guide to futu·re research and also as a guide to future des.~gn of 
"' pilot plant or large sea.le installac.tions. .Q.peratio'nal problems of t.he 
system can be.characterized in three areas: mechanical, contacting 
and regeneration. .. 
Various sorts of mechanic.al ·d:iff·iculties were initially 
encountered.at both the laboratory where the regeneration occurred 
and at the treatment plant. In particular, the nature of the waste ... 
waters processed and the generally corrosive atmosphere encountere·d 
at the research installation, (e .• g: •. , ·high :humidity, little air cir-. 
culation, and occasio·p.al _hydrogen su_lf_i·de) p,tesent v~~-y harsh· corro-
sion conditions. It QijS· 1;>.:ee;n ·r·e:Commend.:eQ: '.th-~t a.s far :as poss ib•le, :al:t 
with this material for pip.in:g and, _pit1mb-ing f·ftt:ings. Brass, stainless 
steel, and monel metal ate a,ls·o US¢.~::ul ·and. t:ela·tively maintenance fr.ee .. 
Some problems were encq.u..n-.te:r:ed: :du·e- to ,.inad-~·g.u.at~ flt1shfng 
. ., 
of thread tape and exces·s thread.: m.a-te:t·:ia;'ls ·from ·the .s:ys.t._ern ._af:t.er-' 1ni·tia·1 
f abr ica t ion. A thorough fl us.l1tn-g ·is r.ecomme-11ded ~• :Ad:~:qu~te· p·o s i t·i ve 
suction head on :a:lt. pu_m.p$ was. als:o_. mo.st >help.ful. In the air supplies 
and connections t.Q· hydraulic systems·, c·h-eck. values. or equivalent protec-
tion are mandato·ry to prevent back-.:f:loQd}Qg· .o.f the_ r otameters, pressure 
gages and pressure r~q.ucing valves when th:e :air compressor is inoperative, 
such as when the po.wer is off. An _inexpensive replacement for check 
valves is the routing. o-f t:he c1ir- hoses to an elevation higher than .the 
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uppermost f __ iu_id level and thence immediately to the hydraulic apparatus. 
Utilization of cle~r Tygon tubing also facilitated visual observation 
'· 
of water in air 'lines, indicating mechanical failures of the air system. 
Lip shaft-seal failures on the supply· pumps were encountered 
after continued operation at the maximum rated pressure due to scour 
by fines transported along _in t·he. ·wastewater stream. ·The operation 
of the dual-media filter reduced this erosion, bu·t i·.t .. :has still continueti 
at a slow rate. Another operational techniqµ_e :that was fou.nd beneficial. 
'· 
was the immediate flushing of the piping system wheti th·e operations o·f·: 
the system wer·e l1alted £or testing and repairs. ·Following flus.1:tittg:). 
filling the system with tap wa.-t.er' .p·revented sub·s·e·quent scalirtg :df the 
. 
piping .and valves which allow~a· :rctpi.d s.tar·t-up of the syste.nr afte:r· 
testing or repairs were co_mp:1Ert.ec1 .•. 
•. 
Incipient flu.i:cli,za.tio.n .wa·s the; i-nitla.-1 ~low· regime ::-g:qa·-r ..•. 
This was found difficult to achieve.·. .C.on1pl~:te:: flu.tdiz.ation was f:~-r 
easier to effect:. It' shotil·.cf be· note·cl :tna.t rela.t·1.ve.ly ;h-_:igh hec.td 1:osse.·s 
between the inftu·et1t .d·-1s.t·r:i:hu.tj.:e:>·t.1 '.ma·:infold and tli:e .. carbo.n columns was 
mandatory to ac:hieve ·.stable ·and _even d:i·s.trfb:u·tfo.n of: £.low between the 
-
two columns. ·. . . .. . a Th.is was 91:>.taine.d. by ·in.stallation .of ~-low contro 1 devices 
and Teflon coat-ed. b-a.1:1 ·vct.:_lves ·on the feed line ~ram :the ·rnainfold f:C,r 
each column. 
. . 
At only one tim·e.- ·dtd f"ilamentotts s-:Jime· ·growtbrs ·p.lague the 
opera tJ.ons of the sys tern and th is wa.s ·en.co-u.n:te.t~d only for a· period . ,, ... 
of about a week. Attendant with the slime: :gi:owth was an infestation 
8noLE flow controllers • 
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O·f nemotode worms. Th-e· combination of these two organisms constituted 
a·majo~ system failure due to severe clogging and agglomeratiori of the 
carbon beds. This problem was only encountered one time -and is unex-
. plained since no further problems were encountered . 
- ' A further ~ork about operations with plexi-glass columns. 
Do not attempt to relieve channeling and bed .separation by tapping 
the column, such as would be done with the b-ut.t end of a screwdriver. 
This non-recommended procedure on one oGcasion led to a massive column 
failure when tli:-e. entire sidewa·1.1 of ·tt1e c:olumn fractured :f11to many 
• pieces. 
" As in contacting operations, ·-inc·ip.:Lent fluidization was 
difficult to achieve ·du:r.ing regeneration. with t}1e equipment at han~:. 
It was far easier to operate :frt: a £l·u·id.ize·d- :mq.c;I..e:. Once fluidized t:JJer:e. 
was never any problem with the r-e·circµfatio:n p.umps, flow di.s(tribt:i't:ion· 
or bed agglomerations. 
-.,·. 
• 
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5 ·_ CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Research was conducted to determine the feasibility of using 
in situ biological acti~ity to regenerate the activated carbon used in 
upflow columns that had been contacted with final effluent from an 
• 
- ,•) 
overloaded conventional·· high rate trickling filter plant at Bethlehem, 
Pennsylvania. 
. 
Results indicate that regen.erating the carbon colum,p:s, in-
an upflow mode, with recirculating water which was saturated wi.th. dissolved 
oxygen, allowed at least three cycles of operation, ~aGh ·c.yc·te- c:onsisting 
of contacting and subsequent regeneration. The data .doe:s no·t a:llow 
differentiation between the COD removal by adsorption and. that rernove.d 
by biological activity during contact serviqe. However, the very high 
total removals indicate a great potential increase in the design capacity 
to be used in treatment _ptoces$·es with activated carb.oi:i. 
Temperature and pH effect-s.: u.:pori regeneratio_n -wei:·e :$tQ.d,ied1 \ 
with run 3. However these results ar.,e o.f doubtful val.ue• clo.e to th-e 
accidental contacting of anhydrous: :hyd-rochloric acicl: _p·r:·_ior ter· iti.i:tial. 
contacting. 
Costs for a reg·e;neration syst¢m $:urt'ilar ·to =tha·t u·s:ed in this 
research were estimat:ed -us.ing an appro.ach s:ttgges,_t,e·d' by the Environmental 
Protection Agency" Operating and maintet1a-ri'c:e :.co.-s,ts for a 1 MGD plant 
were estimated to be ·$25,000 annually-. 
The following re.commendations :have, b.ee.n 'mad.e in order to 
further define the operating parameter,·$.- fo.r ·b:iio:l~g:-ic.al regeneration systems. 
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1. The process should also be used to investigate the contact 
and regeneration performance when treating a high quality· 
secondary treatment plant effluent. 
2. The biological regeneration process should be carried out with 
one batch of carbon for extended periods of time, up to 10 
cycles, to determine long term perfo~mance of th~ activated 
carbon. Preferably this system should be designed to give 
a high level of effluent quality $in;iil:at to that which would-
be required in a full scal.e· a:dvan<:ed'. waste treatment facil_:Lt·y:. 
3. A future pilot s:cale o·p:e;i;at:i.on -crf ab.ou·:t O .5 MGD should l:>e 
planned. 
4. In order to inves·tigate the extent of biological activity in 
the columns during contacting it is recommended that a contin-
uous mode of operation should be investigated. 
5.- An analysis should be carried out to determine an optimum 
system config-uration. ·Par.a.meters to be investigated should 
include life of .cat·bon in- extende·d ,µs,e-, idle carbon inventory, 
contactor volumes, regeneration volumes, thermal regeneration 
volumes (if necessary), num.ber and capacit;y of standy units, 
vessel size and number and flow scheme (parallel vs series). 
·,; 
.. 
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TABLE 7 RAW COD DATA 
RUN 1.1 
INFLUENT COD EFFLUENT COD TIME (HRS) ' . 
~
(mg/ t) (mg/l) 
i 
5,660 5.031 12.000 
83.~18 11. 447 48.gQQ 
lt3. 9!+1 L+o.541 72.000 
2g.31g 11.937 96.0DO 
3J.2g8 33.298 108e0D.O 
29.948 15.288 1200000 
34.450 23.037 1320000 
65,455 37~980 144ofJOQ 
41.616 56.550 1660000 
44,848 '+2.828 1780000 
58.585 34.747 1900000 
52.68t+ 35.785 202"000 
28,827 4·2.545 2140000 
570455 22.66ft 2260000 
420942 44.930 2S0o000 
500898 35.729 2740000 
2oe747 47.106 286ofl00 
4:>cilo 30.93B 298o00D 
5fte890 47.705 3100000 
500891 36.832 322oUOO 
43,960 3g.2oa 33~o000 
10.4g5 39.6~4 3460000 
. 
51.D89 61.782 3580000 
4B.Lt7l i.o.320 3700000 
30.550 26.069 3820000 
37,067 37.475 3940000 
16. 7 0 1 26.884 f+18o000 
37.817 18.324 442oTIOO 
28.070 36.647 454oUOO 
3l.918 23.782 r.£>0.000 
' . 
. H 
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INFLUENT COD 
(mg/ .t) 
118. 316 · 
137.179 
151. 709 
116e2Jq 
1760068 
220.085 
1qo.111 
1960 581 
3450 4 55 
2800 000 
2 0 ~ 0 1 ~2 
2750455 
127 0 193 
1050263 
155. 7t,2 
1g6.272 
INFLUENT COD 
(mg/~) 
215. 605 
2160236 
1440 230 
5fto 511 
2160165 
83o45q 
132 0 707 
2200389 
161+0 9-31 
1710181 
680 0 56 
13f>o 431 
181+.015 
11·2. 119 
,,,,;!_, ..... ..,. .• ,,~,~." ·~/.:,.,·!v: "'':•:.•;, ,.:·':,.,._-.. ·l··-~\'.,\,,\,1.;,1 .. _~ •.• 
TABLE 7 ,. '(CONTINUED) 
RUN 1. 2 
EFFLUENT COD 
(rne/ ,t) 
55.1?8 
s1.-&2i. 
107e6g2 
890957 
1260923 
1760923 
165o3B5 
2000855 
3450455 
2640545 
2390091 
221G8i8 
198o4b5 
1oqo649 
142 ~·5 r+ t. 
206.140 
RUN 1.3 
EFFLUENT COD 
(mg/l) 
190.775 
600148 
740170 
780947 
1570519 
990248 
1390098 
1200139 
1060250 
1430750 
790861 
94o7g6 
211o0i1 
212.268 
\ . 
. ,· 
- . -65-
.... _ --
·, 
Tll1E (HRS) 
21+.000· 
48.000 
86.000 
96.000 
,1200000 
14~oOOQ 
1680000 
192oUOO 
2680000 
2880000 
3120000 
3360000 
411oUO!J 
4320000 
f+56e000 
48&.ooo 
TIME (HRS) 
2r.. D 00 
48.000 
72.000 
960000 
117o0tl0 
1430000 
1660000 
19Qo000 
2620000 
28~oOOQ 
3100000 
3380000 
37Jo000 
392.000 
.., .•.. . .; 
l 
I 
I 
' 
I 
I 
... --. I 
I 
·.1 
,,1 
I 
'i 
I 
I 
I 
·, 
-1 
I 
{ 
f 
.... ··- .·. ~: 
' 
INFLUENT COD 
(rng/ J..,) 
:·:: .... .:--: 
• 
510626 
500813 
510625 
490187 
l+8o~l3 
470222 
31o]4g 
660270 
720472 
750468 f: . 
73.596 
71.723 
\ 
., 
· INFLUENT COD 
(mg/t) 
193,066 
1s1.i.oo 
2120r.·mg 
2400511 
21705~4 
1880596 
15f+o825 
1240561 
1<360983 
24f+o 397 
2170672 
205o6U3 . 
.... 
1470303 
12007,.., 
122.650 
117.094 
,. 
r. 
·• 
. ' 
. --7~ .. -..... --~- • - -
.,· 
TABLE 7 {CONTINUED} . 
RUN 2.1 
EFFLUENT COD 
(mg·/ .t) 
. 
.203 
.203 
.203 
26.049 
10.317 
15.079 
46.032 
49. 2 0 o 
61.049 
·s,o.375 
45. 5 0 6 
40.262''' 
RUN 2.2 
EFFLUENT COD 
{mg/-t) 
62.409 
580029 
1250547 
2160248 
1780509 
1160667 
1f+7o368 
920982 
2530448 
2220845 
259048.3 
213 0 3 62 
1310535 
1570676' 
350897 
48.718 
-66-
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~, ... , ••• , • .,,, ... q.,~ ... f .. fl 
tit( 
-l ' ' • 
. 
Til1E ~HRS) 
18.000 
41.000 
65.000 
89.000 
11101300 
1370000 
168G>OOO 
1B5o000 
2090000 
2330000 
255.000 
·348.000 
TP1E (HRS) 
72.000 
80.000 
qJ.noo 
1170000 
. 1420 000 
1650000 
189oUOO 
2130000 
2370000 
262oDOO 
2850000 
3ogonoo 
J57o0DO 
3810000 
4050000 
435.000 
...... 
,,,,,:···· 
·---.... ,,,,,,u~ 
,·,. 
~ ·----· .... -··---------- .... ----·-·· --- . ~,,,. 
INFLUENT COD 
(mg/{.) 
.,., r 
1080566 
500797 
1070570 
720709 
1290149 
17a635 
95.436 
84.025 
740689 
1510452 
980548 
128.631 
INFLUENT COD 
(mg/ t) 
C:.Uf e Ol.~ 
1840418 
1400039 
580185 
189oJ49 
1070495 
209oto84 
1850786 
189.010 
..• 
I 
TABLE 7 .. (CONTINUED) 
RUN 3.1 
EFFLUENT COD 
(mg/ .t.) 
"91..~-f - .,_ .. ' 
101.594 
~ 1o 992 
510793 
'640741 
790876 
100373 
1060846 
72o6il+ 
59o6~7 
790357 
87.137 
109,959 
RUN 3.2 
EFFLUENT COD 
(mg/ t) 
200.617 
183.432 
1170357 
't6o351 
1590763 
1040536 
1940618 
142@664 
149.552 
--67-
i,.· 
-·~ 
TIME (HRS) 
22.000 
43. 0 0 0 
660000 
880000 
., 
1190000 
1380000 
1690000 
1850 000 
218o~OO 
2430000 
263@000 
285.000 
-TIME (HRS) 
24. 000 
49 • 00 0 
73.000 
96 e O O 0 
1200000 
14~o000 
1680000 
2400000 
292.000 
·11 
.•. 
.. -~ .. ·-- •.7· ..... 
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I 
:1 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
,\ 
.. 
-
' 
·o 
~ 
X 
_J 
0 
;.,. L 
0 
CJ 
u 
' - - ., . 
o· 
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... 
·II 
't.D" 
{t1 
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CJ 
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• 
0 
(t1 
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D 
D 
D 
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D 
• 
D 
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D 
D 
N 
--{ 
D 
D 
D 
fl 
LD 
0 
D 
D 
D 
:-;.. 
-r. ... 
• 
·....;.._;_.. . 
, ... 
.... , .. <·. '•. ...... _, ... 
',I. 
.• 
>.,,,y.1,.1_ -:~ 
MM -- ~-, .. 
D --+-------,--------------y,------~___, 
0.000 
INFL 
I.; 
.... 
14.000 
•••• I 
28.000 
TIMEXlO -1 
·4,2 .• 000 
R'NO EFFL COO VS TIME 
-·-.. ·,·,··;.,,, .. -' ... 
.  
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2.1 30ef{]\Offl 
2.1 30oijOJ0 
2.1 30tr>IOOO 
' . . 
1.2 31 oOOOJ 
1.2 30elOOOJ 
1.2 3000100 
1.2 39e (O)[)~ 
1.2 300000 
1.2 30"0(()0} 
1.2 30e(t]00 
1.2 300000 
2.2 29e000 
2.2 29e 000 
2.2 29QOOO 
2.2 29.00[J 
2.2 29.00IJ 
2.2 29.000 
2.2 ~9.000 
2~2 290000 
2.2 29.000 
2.2 29.0tlO 
1.3 25.00D 
1.3 25.000 
1.3 30.006 
1.3 30.000 
1.3 28.000 
1.3 28.00IJ 
1.3 28.000 
1.3 28.000 
TABLE 8 
RAW IODINE NUMBERS 
ELAPSED 
TIME (HOURS) 
5. 00 0 
7.ooo 
o.oou 
0.000 
.600 
• 60 0 
456.000 
2880000 
3600000 
4800000 
2400000 
3600000 
3600000 
24f0lo000 
3360000 
3600000 
i+80Jo000 
480a0t10 
1q200IJO 
1920 000 
• 2880000 
2 a a o ·oo o 
3520000 
- l 5 2o 00 0 
3760 no o 
3760 00 0 
\2-~o 00 0 
'4240 00 0 
Oo on 0 
Do DO o· 
2f+Oa000 
24Uo UOO 
3600000 
3600000 
i+sn. or,~ 
41''J.r t-
. 
• 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.-000 
0.000 
o.ono 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0. 000 
o.ouo 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
-OeOOO 
-OoOOO 
-OeOOO 
-OoOOO 
-000llO 
-o O O O 0 
-o O O O 0 
-OoOOO 
-o O O O 0 
-0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
0.000 
NOTE: pH 0.0 or -0.0 indicates ambient conditions 
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IODINE 
NUMBER 
7260878 
10690645. 
11320072 
1124oi69 
11320072 
12010093 
111009(37 
904ol92 
.8!t~o 5JJ 
870o3i5 
1050oflo06 
10820018 
11130631 
1125ai&J.O 
7890620 
821'o'B~f+ 
768a'3 8 5 
810o~56 
7790505 
77010979 
826od:>02 
8220136 
622oil38 
82000107 
7790505 
8300665 
7960558 
775o2ft2 
8000822 
67?oi86 
6940 23 g 
775028+2 
365og65 
711029"2 
651e606 
745.399 
' I 
. . -····· 
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·,. 
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., : 
•. RUN TEMP 
1 . 
3.1 30.000 
3.1 30e000 
3.1 30®000 
3.1 300000 
3.1 300000 
3.1 300000 
3.1 30e000 
3 .1 3Do000 
C 3.1 300 lTilOO 
3.1 30of000 
3.1 300(()00 
3.1 300 !000 
3.1 300000 
3.1 300000 
3.1 300000 
3.1 30aOOO· 
3.2 IJOo 000 
3.2 ftO o O 00 
3.2 LtOolOOO 
3.2 ftOofOOO 
3.2 ftOoUOO 
3.2 LtOof!DOO 
3.2 300000 
3.2 3De000 
3.2 3Bo0l0J{) 
3.2 30olOUO 
3.2 380000 
3.2 300 lOOO 
3.2 30e 000 
3.2 ! 0 0 0 00 
3.2 30.000 
3. 2 ~ 30.oeo 
. 
·.--· 
. -·--· .. --~--·- ---... -- --.w····· .... - --.-. -
TABLE 8 
(CONT!NUED) 
ELAPSED 
TIME (HOURS) 
. 
0.000 
o. no o 
1200000 
1200 000 
2400 000 
2400000 
3600 000 
J60o 000 
Oe 000 
Oe 000 
1200000 
1200 000 
2ft0o onn 
2~00000 
3600 000 
3600000 
OotltlO 
Oe ODO 
1! 
1200 000 
1200 000 
2400000 
2400 000 
3600000 
J60o000 
0 4' 00 0 
fl G) 00 0 
1200-000 
1200 000 
2\0o 000 
2400 000 
360. 000 
J60. 000 
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.E!! 
8.000 
8.001) 
8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
8.000 
a.ooo 
6. 000 
6. D 00 · 
6.000 
6.000 
o. 0 0 0 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6.000 
6. 000 
e.ooo 
8. 0 00 
8. 0 00 
8.000 
a.ooo 
a.ooo 
e.ooo 
8. 000 
. . 
.. 
• 
.~ .":.···-
•. 
IODINE 
NUMBER 
lt82.000 
462.000 
332,, 63 7 
3320637 
2880977 
2960555 
'+91o~OO 
f+72o349 
3590505 
27Jo~37 
i.720349 
i.860131 
530oa~8 
5300848 
f+22o]g5 
lt38o383 
5870174 
5970251 
5350310 
57Joi9J 
6620364 
63103~4 
6540272 
596oS4g 
5010573 
L+6~ol61 
4540307 
4050995 
64~o522 
581o~53 
6200888 ,1 
636.795 
.. 
r'.,I 
I a, 
.-i·. 
. -~ -·- ---------. 
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